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Storage units are no longer relegated to
hallways, they are rejoining the immediate office
environment, where they are accessible. They
are no longer khaki, medium gray, or light beige.
They add to the décor, bring colour, light, and
playfulness to the workspace. Artopex offers
29 enamel colors and a multitude of possible
combinations. Explore the Artopex world of colour!

Option, freedom. Destination, fun!

PRINTED IN CANADA

LT 259-A-0107

Enamel, wood, laminate, or high-pressure laminate…
the palette of Artopex finishes and colours allows
every combination, from the most sober to the most
daring. Feel free to express your talent!

Head Office
800 Vadnais Street
Granby, Quebec J2J 1A7
CANADA

Telephone: (450) 378-0189
1 800 363-3040
Fax: (450) 378-9712
artopex.com

metal
take off system

Tangerine,
China Blue,
Espresso...
today’s colours
for today’s office!

Modular combinations, universal solutions…
The line of Artopex storage modules (cabinets, files and pedestals) covers every need and all useful dimensions.
Fixed-front drawers or flipper doors, full or partial doors, various combinations of shelving, stationery shelves, wardrobe
or personalized storage cabinets... Artopex can meet your specifications!

and always, that unparalleled quality!
Slide it under the
desk, line it up
with a panel, or
top it with an
overfile cabinet...
it’s your choice!

New, more aesthetic interior
construction

Ultra-rigid high-tensile steel
construction, invisible welds,
full height lateral reinforcement,
double-thickness floor, safety
system prevents two drawers
from opening at once, lock.
Quality, reliability, sturdiness...
and 29 enamel colors to match
any of the Artopex collections!

customized personal storage
Storage towers are especially well suited to open areas, system and freestanding furniture.

The personalized
cabinet is an ideal
complement to a
modular system
workstation

Handles and Series

45-55 Central, rectangular, aluminium

47-57 Full-width, rectangular

60 Bi-colour option, rounded

80 Bi-colour option, full-width

●

Anti-rebound system
Sliding under the work surfaces, low cabinets, lateral files, combination files, and pedestals with multiple configurations
are practical solutions for storage that is always within reach.

Levellers accessed
from inside

●

Pedestals
The large family of pedestals offers a myriad of
options: choice of drawer configurations, choice
of drawer pull styles, choice of widths and
heights, cushion option, adjustable levellers or
double-wheeled casters, central lock, pencil tray
in utility drawer, and... the Artopex guarantee
of quality!

Removable label
holder

●

Ball-bearing
suspension

●
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